
UNDERCOUNTER GLASS DOOR REFRIGERATOR

COMPACT KG 220 RG 2W

Product series: Compact

Item number: 962210441

The GRAM COMPACT KG 220 RG 2W  is a UNDERCOUNTER GLASS DOOR REFRIGERATOR with

a net internal volume of  77.0000 Ltr.  

 

The GRAM COMPACT series offers a rare combination: These cabinets are food safe, space-saving,

and come with excellent energy ratings for its class.  With a footprint of only 59,5 x, 64 cm these small

space storage cabinets are easy to fit in,  especially when space is limited. These specifications make

the series such a popular choice of those operators who do not require heavy-duty Gastronorm

equipment.

Food Safety

Thanks to the Gram air distribution system, temperatures are correct and uniform throughout the entire

cold room, ensuring perfectly food-safe temperatures at all times  

 

Low-Running Energy Costs

The Energy Efficiency Class of the COMPACT KG 220 RG 2W is B. The COMPACT series offers a

range of extremely energy-efficient refrigeration units for small spaces.  

 

Comfortable Work Environment

Contributes to a healthier work environment with low noise levels  33.7000 dB(A), when the

compressor is running. Low heat emission due to short compressor running times.

 

Hygiene & Ergonomic Design

Just like all GRAM units, the COMPACT series features several design extras, implemented to simplify

daily cleaning routines. One of the features for optimized operator safety is the full-height integrated

handles.  

 

Modularity & Scalability

The COMPACT KG 220 RG 2W  strikes with its versatility, as the units can be stacked, paired, or even

combined with other kitchen devices. Configuration possibilities include column combinations, side-by-

side combinations, wall-mounted solutions, and the combinations with microwave ovens on top.  

 

The COMPACT KG 220 RG 2W comes with the following extras:

Refrigerant: The UNDERCOUNTER GLASS DOOR REFRIGERATOR uses HC refrigerant

R600a

Air circulation system  

Right-hand hinged door

Integrated full height door handle

Internal LED light

Anti-tilt shelves

Door lock for extra security

Pedal door opener for handsfree operation (optional accessory

Automatic defrost with re-evaporation of defrost water

10 years spare parts warranty guaranteed  

Product title UNDERCOUNTER GLASS DOOR
REFRIGERATOR

Temperature range +2/+12°C

Volume, gross (l) 128

Net usable volume (l) 77

Dimensions W x D x H (mm) 595 x 667 x 830

Weight, packed (kg) 49

Refrigerant R600a

GWP 3

Connection 230V, 50 Hz

Connection load (Watt) 77

Energy consumption Ecodesign
AEC (kWh)

543

Energy Efficiency Class B

Energy Efficiency Index EEI 27.3

Sound level – dB(A) 33.7

Insulation (mm) 50 mm (cyclopentane)

Refrigeration capacity at -10°C
(Watt)

159

Climate class 4

GN – Shelf size Shelf 48,6 x 43 cm

Door Type Glass door

Exterior Stainless

Refrigerant (kg) 0.031

CO2 equivalent (kg) 0.09

Equipped with Right hand hinged glass door with
lock, and LED light, 2 white
shelves. Exterior: Stainless. Interior:
PS lining in white
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